Welcome to UWAL!

University of Washington
Aeronautical Laboratory
Kirsten Wind Tunnel, Box 352250, Seattle WA 98195-2250

UWAL PERSONNEL
The UW Aeronautical Laboratory (UWAL) is run by two full-time staff and a Wind Tunnel Crew of 12 to 15 undergrads working part-time. Collectively, the Crew equates to about 4 full-time tech staff.

PHONES & FAXES

Telephone
- Two main phone lines: 206-543-0337 and 206-543-0439
- Cust. phone line: 206-616-5981 (we let you answer it)
- To make local calls, dial 9 then the number.
- To make long distance calls in the U.S., you will need a calling card. For AT&T cards, the process is:
  - Dial 9. Wait for dial tone. (This gets you outside of the UW.)
  - Dial 0.
  - Dial area code + 7-digit telephone number
  - Dial 14-digit calling card number.
- To make long distance calls with a UWAL-provided long-distance access code:
  - Dial 9. Wait for dial tone. (If calling outside the U.S., dial #011)
  - Dial area code + 7-digit telephone number. (If calling an international number, dial # after the phone number.)
  - Wait for another tone. Dial access code.

Facsimile
- The old UWAL fax number (206-616-2150) is still operable but rarely used for fax'ing.
- If you need to send or receive faxes, let us know in advance so we can make sure whatever fax-capable printer we have is connected.

COMPANY ROOM
The Company Room is located on the third floor for exclusive use by the customer. In addition to five desks, there are UWAL PC’s and internet outlets for customer computers. Our third phone line, 206-616-5981, has been deemed the customer line. If it rings, we give our customers a chance to answer it first.
**FOOD & DRINK**

Dining is available next door to the Kirsten Wind Tunnel in the Husky Union Building (HUB) and at many other smaller places on campus. Hours and choices vary. More choices can be found one block west of the UW on University Way (known as The Ave).

Within UWAL we have soda pop, juice, and snacks available. This system is maintained by the student crew, independent of UWAL operations. Prices are listed on the refrigerator.

We don’t mind if you eat and drink in the building as long as it is kept off the equipment. (Damage due to spilled food/drink will be paid for by the spiller.) We would also greatly appreciate your help in recycling your cans and cups by placing them in the appropriate receptacles. Thanks!

**TEST SECTION**

There is no food or drink allowed in the test section. Please do not walk through the wind tunnel circuit without a UWAL escort – you may accidentally damage something.

**INTERCOM SYSTEM**

The Kirsten Wind Tunnel has two intercom systems in the building: one for tunnel operations and one for paging fellow customers and UWAL crew in the building. Feel free to use them. If you need instructions or locations of the intercom boxes, please check with any UWAL employee.

**PARKING**

UWAL will be glad to provide permits for two vehicles during the test. Additional parking arrangements can be made through UWAL, which will bill at our cost per vehicle per day.

Parking can also be purchased directly from the UW at the gatehouses at the various campus entrances. See the campus map for locations. For current parking rates, contact Commuter Services at 206-685-1543.

**SMOKING**

Under UW rules and regulations, no smoking is allowed in the building.

**IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS, PLEASE FEEL FREE TO ASK ANY OF THE UWAL CREW AND THEY WILL BE GLAD TO HELP YOU!**